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This invention refers to means for the and breadth of track upon the recording

surface described and on the heated stylus
recording of sound on blank discs or cyl and
diaphragm 34 being placed on a machine
inders, endless bands or ribbons and has for constructed
for the purpose as herein de 60
its object to provide a considerable advance Scribed in reference
to Figure 7 and motion
5 in this art, such advance being characterized
to the tone arm 26 by suitable ap
by cheapness in production, the elimination given
of several costly and involved steps at pres pliances as described, it is obvious that un
ent necessarily employed thereby expediting der Ordinary conditions a helical track will
formed
laterally
on the
face
of thetoblank
the production of records in a marked de be
5
as
herein
described
in
reference
the 5
ee.
o
Ordinary
type
of
reproducer,
and
the
helical
g", convenience of description and illus
thus formed provides the mechanical
tration I will describe my invention as for track
traversing
means for pulling a tone arm, di
use with recording surfaces of the disc type. aphragm and
fitments across the record for s
Sound records are ordinarily madesoft
or in
the
reproduction
of sound.
to
5 scribed on wax disks sufficiently
The
cutting
stylus
needle being in
yield to the vibration of the recording de position is then heated inor any
suitable man
vice. Such a disk is too soft for direct use ner which will permit of localizing
and
in making duplicate so that an electro-plate maintaining the maximum heat at the point
is made from it for reproduction purposes. 40 of track-forming stylus and although 75
The present invention seeks to avoid the various methods of applying heat to obtain
necessity and expense of making the elec:
essential result may be attempted it
tro-plate, and with this object in view, it isthis
to use electrical energy and cause
proposes to record the sound directly upon itpreferred
to
flow
from
end 42 of the stylus arm
a disk sufficiently hard to be repeatedly sub through theone
actual point 40 and to the 80
5 jected to the stylus of the reproducing de 38
other side 36 thus permitting the greatest
vice without deterioration.

energy being delivered at the actual
The invention relates particularly to a heat
cutting point of the stylus.
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40

45

heated recording stylus which softens its
path on the relatively hard record enablin
the latter to take the impress of the soun
vibrations.
Figure 1 is a front view of a stylus and
diaphragm embracing this invention.
Figure 2 is a side elevation thereof.
Figure 3 is a view showing stylus.
When applying the invention to disc rec
ords for gramophones, the diaphragm 34 is
connected to a tone arm 26 and has con
nected thereto an insulated bridge piece 35
so that one arm 36 of a stylus may be placed
in the holder 37 where the needle in a sound
box is usually placed, the arm 38 having
been previously bent as at 39 to form a point
40 where the two arms join the point 40
projecting in the same position to that which
the needle would occupy in a recording sound
box. .

The arm 36 as above described passes in

to the holder 37 and is retained therein by

50 means of the screw 37 whilst the arm 38

passes into the holder 41 which is insulated
by means of mica washers 37 from the
bridge piece 35.
The point 40 of the stylus is ground or
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otherwise shaped to form the desired depth

The cutting point 40 having been made

slightly less in cross section than the arms 85

36 and 38 of the stylus, the point 40 will
heating current and will be the hottest point
of the stylus, the dimensions of the point
40 and the arms 36 and 38 being so propor
tioned that when the point 40 is at a tem

therefore offer more electrical resistance to the
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perature of about 1000 Fahr. the support

ing arms 36-38 are at a much lower ten
E. that will allow them to retain their

ardness for the mechanical purpose of sup
porting the heated point 40 while function
ing on the recording surface.
The electrical energy so flowing causes
the point 40 to become heated and by ad
justing to a temperature closely related to
the temperature at which the blank 5 be
comes plastic and causing this track form
ing stylus to move in contact with the sur
face of the now-revolving blank 5, on speak
ing, singing or otherwise causing sound vi
brations to flow into a suitably constructed
voice focussing device or funnel as 44, a
record of the sound waves will be faithfull
engraved
upon the recording surface whic
may immediately be transferred to a talking
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Means for carrying, out the process
machine
produced.and the voice or other sound re of2.recording
sound vibrations upon a blank

What I claim as my invention and de with a heated stylus, comprising an elec
trically conductive diaphragm-responsive
sire to secure by Letters Patent is:S 1. Means for carrying. out the process bridge piece, electric connectors, one ground
of recording sound vibrations upon a blank ed upon said bridge piece and the other in
by a heated stylus comprising a diaphragm sulated therefrom, said connectors being the
responsive bridge-piece, electric connectors terminals of an electric circuit, a stylus hav
insulated from one another and supported ing arms coacting with said connectors, and

s
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10 E. said bridge-piece said connectors being means for removably securing said stylus
25
e terminals of an electric circuit, and a to said connectors.
stylus having arms removably attachable to Signed at Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
said connectors for closing the circuit
WCTOR CHARES JOHN NIGHTINGAL

through said stylus.

